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Common Rail Injection

Description

Common Rail Injection 

On the left and right of the cut- away manifold, youcan see the rail pressure sensor and the rail
pressure transmitter. The fuel is fed by the feed pipe (gear wheelpump, cutaway) to the high-pressure
pump. By turning the clamp screw grip,you see the generation of the high pressure. On this
modelboard, the most important elements of the common rail injection unit can be setup and
connected to fuel lines. Further, the return passageof the fuel can be seen.  From here, the fuel is
pushed intothe cutaway manifold and then enters the injectors. 

We are leading manufacturers, suppliers of Common Rail Injection for Automotive Cutaways Models.
Contact us to get high quality Common Rail Injection for Automotive Cutaways Models for schools,
colleges, universities, research labs, laboratories and various industries. 
{ "@context": "https://schema.org/", "@type": "Product", "name": "Common Rail Injection", "image": "h
ttp://www.educational-
equipments.com/images/catalog/product/1415389220CommonRailInjection.jpg", "description":
"Common Rail Injection On the left and right of the cut- away manifold, youcan see the rail pressure
sensor and the rail pressure transmitter. The fuel is fed by the feed pipe (gear wheelpump, cutaway)
to the high-pressure pump. By turning the clamp screw grip,you see the generation of the high
pressure. On this modelboard, the most important elements of the common rail injection unit can be
setup and connected to fuel lines. Further, the return passageof the fuel can be seen. From here, the
fuel is pushed intothe cutaway manifold and then enters the injectors. We are leading manufacturers,
suppliers of Common Rail Injection for Automotive Cutaways Models. Contact us to get high quality
Common Rail Injection for Automotive Cutaways Models for schools, colleges, universities, research
labs, laboratories and various industries.", "brand": "Educational equipment", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5",
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"gtin14": "5", "gtin13": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating",
"ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "15" } } 
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